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Open issues

Quality of data could be recorded in meta-data.

What level of transparency do the ARMED algorithms have?

Could we use some data from Apple’s HealthKit?
What would it demonstrate?

What data ontology standards are we using? We could use
the OASIS Classification of Everyday Living (COEL).

Notes

Summary PDF

ARMED flags (probably not raw data)

Correspondence PDFs

Diagnoses

Structured data

Correspondence PDFs

FHIR defined resource

Diagnoses - structured data

FHIR defined resource - condition

Formats to be agreed

between StormID and Sitekit

Possibility of meta-data describing PDFs?

Stored in “Frailty” profile
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The ‘+’ is important. The simulation user

should sign up for both services.

The order is not important for the DHI

simulation.

Possible: Timeline showing events overlaying

ARMED flags and raw data. 

Social media style, reverse chronological

entries with or without images (notes) from

informal care team, NHS GG&C and

ARMED flags.

App content depends on whether this is the

CM2000 Enterprise UI or a temporary solution

using simulated data produced by Napier. Could

be explanatory or presentation only. Could passibly

use some of the interface from Polar.

Translating Insights into Concepts

The Digital Health and Care Innovation Centre set 
out to demonstrate that is was possible to create 
infrastructure that supports and is controlled by a 
person, not an organisation, and that this could 
interact with health and care provider systems. 
Through this, it is possible to rebalance the power 
dynamic, which at the moment favours organisational 
objectives at the cost of personal ones, to help 
achieve the desired objective of co-managed, 
integrated, person-centred services.

The existing simulations and the positive 
engagement to date highlight that is indeed possible. 
The Digital Health and Care Innovation Centre ‘s 
simulated services have gone on to regional and 
national use in Scotland. There are still many areas 
to work on but the simulation method is proving its 
worth.

Simulation of 
Health and Care 
Services
DHI’s purpose in undertaking 
simulation activity is to provide 
technical assets and thought 
provocation that help to de-risk 
the implementation of innovative 
services that meet the preferences of 
Scotland’s citizens and professionals.
The Digital Health and Care Innovation Centre’s 
Demonstration & Simulation Environment is a 
Scottish Government funded asset composed of 
two main capabilities. Firstly, a physical space 
that can act as a place to bring together people, 
products and services to demonstrate the ‘art of 
the possible’. Secondly, a virtual sandbox in which 
multiple consumer and statutory digital products and 
platforms are shown to interoperate and demonstrate 
their contribution to person-centred, innovative health 
and care service’s. The facility and virtual toolkit 
are continuously developed to support Scottish 
Government policy particularly, in using digital 
capabilities to enable co-managed, integrated care 
in the community. The Demonstration & Simulation 
Environment is fuelled by DHI’s design activities with 
the citizens and professionals of Scotland.

“Building simulated 
services is worth 100 
meetings.”

HealthKit
Apple

ARMED
Edinburgh Napier University and CM2000

DHI Exchange Layer
StormID

Care coordination tools
Sitekit

Health & Social Care Portal Pilot
NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde and ATOS

Personal data store
Mydex

Self-management tools
StormID

“We have learned by doing 
practical work.”
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